Familial ring (20) chromosomal mosaicism.
Ring (20) chromosomal mosaicism defined by two cell lines (one normal and the other with the ring) has been demonstrated in lymphocyte and fibroblast cultures from three members of a family through two generations. Two carriers of the ring chromosome were affected and showed the typical signs of r(20) syndrome including mental retardation, microcephaly, behavioral disorders, and epilepsy. The epilepsy is characterized by complex partial seizures sometimes evolving secondarily into generalized tonic-clonic seizures and is poorly controlled by or resistant to medical treatment. The mother of the two patients, also a carrier of ring (20) chromosomal mosaicism, was clinically and phenotypically normal and did not exhibit any signs of epilepsy. Lymphocyte and fibroblast cultures from the most severely affected sib, the proband, contained the highest percentage of cells with ring (20) chromosome and revealed the greatest instability of the ring. Though it is assumed that the ring (20) chromosome arose from terminal breakage and reunion in both arms, no loss of genetic material could be documented cytogenetically. Yet the question arises of how ring chromosomal mosaicism can be passed on. One explanation might be that a chromosome 20 predisposed to terminal lesions or breaks is transmitted from the mother to her offspring. Inherited instability of this type might lead to de novo formation of the ring.